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ALICE Transition Radiation Detector

• 1.2 million channels
• 10 MHz sampling rate
• up to 30 samples / event

• 18 super-modules
• 540 read-out chambers
• 1080 readout links@2.5Gbps
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ABSTRACT

The ALICE Transition Radiation Detector (TRD) at CERN
is planned for a major upgrade in 2017/18. One of the main
tasks of the ALICE TRD is the identification of particles,
mainly electrons and pions. The upgrade will increase inter-
action rate of particles, which means new particle identifi-
cation algorithms need to be developed. The particle iden-
tification algorithms are divided into online and o✏ine al-
gorithms. The online algorithms are used to determine the
most e↵ective data to be stored by the TRD while the of-
fline algorithms use the data to determine the classification
of the particles.
This paper focuses on the development of the online algo-
rithm to create an 8-bit value known as a Particle Identifier
(PID) number. The PID number is used to represent a par-
ticle’s tracklet obtained from the TRD. A simple approach
to create these PID numbers is with the summation of the
tracklet data. The summation approach has limitations in
the distribution of PID numbers and pion e�ciencies. This
paper identifies an alternative approach with the use of Arti-
ficial Neural Networks (ANNs) as a more e↵ective algorithm.
The neural networks are trained with the backpropagation
algorithm to create an e↵ective network to determine PID
numbers for tracklets. Various neural networks are tested
with inputs from unprocessed data and preprocessed vari-
ables. Results show that the ANNs produce an improved
pion e�ciencies and PID distributions than the summation
approach when tested with simulated data created with Ali-
Root. The results obtained show that use of ANNs has the
potential to be a viable approach for online algorithms.
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1. INTRODUCTION

CERN, European Organization for Nuclear Research, is
the largest particle physics laboratory in the world. The
fundamental structure of the universe is studied at CERN.
Most of the experiments involve the operation of the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) [1]. The LHC is a powerful particle
accelerator which allows two high energy particle beams to
travel at close to the speed of light before they are made
to collide [7]. The collider was built to allow physicists
to test the predictions of theories which involve particle

physics, high energy physics and other unsolved questions of
physics. Seven detectors have been constructed at the LHC
which range between general purpose particle detectors to
very specialised detectors. A Large Ion Collider Experiment
(ALICE) is a heavy-ion detector in the LHC ring which con-
tains three main cylindrical sub-detectors: the Inner Track-
ing System (ITS), Time Projection Chamber (TPC) and
Transition Radiation Detector (TRD). The purpose of AL-
ICE is to observe the physics of strongly interacting mat-
ter and the quark-gluon plasma at extreme values of energy
density.

Figure 1: An illustration of ALICE. The highlighted

region represents the Transition Radiation Detector

(TRD).

This paper focuses on the Transition Radiation Detector
illustrated in Figure 1, which is the outermost of the three
main sub-detectors. The TRD is used to identify electrons
and pions which are detected from the emission of transition
radiation [3]. In 2017/18 the ALICE detector is scheduled
for an upgrade which increases the interaction rate of the
particles. After the ALICE upgrade, new algorithms need
to be implemented for particle identification. These algo-
rithms are divided into online and o✏ine algorithms. The
online algorithms are used to reduce the data volume that
will be transferred to permanent storage while the o✏ine al-
gorithms use the data, calculated by the online algorithms,
for the classification of particles.
The online algorithms are a↵ected by the upgrade as the
amount of data stored by the electronics in the TRD need
to be significantly reduced. These algorithms need to be
e�cient due to the increase in the interaction rate but still
provide enough information for the o✏ine algorithms to pro-

Figure 2.2: Set-up of the TRD: The 18 supermodules each consist of 5 stacks along z direction, which in
turn are composed of six layers of drift chambers. A single drift chamber comprises up to 16 rows of read-
out pads with 8 MCMs per row, while every MCM provides read-out for 18 pads (see Section 2.3.2 for more
information). [11]

2.3 Principle of operation

2.3.1 Read-out chambers

Particle detection and identification in the TRD is based on gas ionisation in the active volume of
the read-out chambers. The chambers are composed of a radiator, a drift region filled with a Xe-CO2

mixture, and a Multi-Wire Proportional Chamber (MWPC) section, made up of a cathode wire plane,
an anode wire plane, and a cathode pad plane.

Figure 2.3: Cross-section of a read-out chamber. It consists of a radiator for possible TR production, a drift
region with a homogeneous electric field (as indicated by the parallel lines), and an amplification region built
as a MWPC. [9]
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Front-End Electronics and Readout Tree

• 6 or 8 read-out  boards (ROB) per read-
out chamber (ROC)

• 17 or 18 multi-chip modules (MCM) per 
ROB
• 16 MCMs connected to pads: 

ADC, digital filtering, tracklet reco
• 1-2 merger MCMs

• 2 read-out trees per chamber
• 3 or 4 ROBs
• data from 96 or 128 MCMs
• plus headers
• “half-chamber”

• 1 optical link per per read-out tree
• 2.5Gbps with 10b/8b encoding
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Roles of the TRD
L1 Trigger (6.5μs)
• online selection of
• electrons 

pion rejection > factor 100
• jets / high-pT particles 

fast online tracking
• nuclei 

using dE/dx

• tracking and PID
• FEE: tracklets
• Global Tracking Unit

 

Offline Analysis
• electron identification
• transition radiation
• pion rejection ≈ 100

• tracking
• lever arm improves pT 

resolution for high-pT 
tracks

• correction of TPC  
space charge distortions

• uses zero-suppressed raw 
data
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Online Tracking

• Front-End Electronics
• tracklet: straight line fit in one 

chamber
• e-PID based on charge in 2 

time windows
• Global Tracking Unit
• tracklets from 6 layers -> track
• combine PID

5.1 Electronics overview 41

prototype and this is the number quoted in Table 5.1.

5.1.2 System overview

The front-end electronics for the ALICE TRD consists of 1.156 106 channels. The basic building blocks
are shown for one channel in Fig. 5.1. They are: a charge sensitive PreAmplifier/ShAper (PASA), the
analog chip, a 10 Bit 10 MHz low power ADC, and digital circuitry where data are processed and stored
in event buffers for subsequent readout. The data procesing is performed on one hand during the drift
time at digitization rate by the Tracklet Pre Processor (TPP) in order to prepare the information necessary
for the Tracklet Processor (TP). On the other hand at the end of the drift time the Tracklet Processor,
a micro CPU implemented as Multiple Instruction Multiple Data (MIMD) processor, operating at 120
MHz, processes the data of all time bins in order to determine potential tracklet s. These tracklet s are
shipped to a Global Tracking Unit (GTU), which combines and processes the trigger information from
individual TRD readout chambers.

Upon receipt of a L1 accept, the MIMD processor also ships the zero suppressed raw data from the
event buffers on the front-end chips to the GTU, where they are stored in a large memory until read-out
(see Chap. 7).

GTU

ADCPASA

event
buffer

ADC
10 Bit
10 MHz

charge sensitive
preamplifier
shaper

readout
tree
216 GB/s

L1 trigger info
to CTP

TRD L1 trigger
regions of interest

ship data at L2A

store raw data
until L1A

fit tracklet

zero suppr.
ship raw data

at L1A

120 MHz

via DDL
to HLT
& DAQ

TRD

assemble data
tail cancellation
subtract pedestal

for tracklet calc.

CPUTPP
Processor

Tracklet Pre
Processor
Tracklet

MIMD

Figure 5.1: Basic logical components of the TRD front-end electronics. Everything but the GTU is located
directly on the readout chamber. The ADC, digital circuitry, event buffer and MIMD CPU are combined into one
digital chip. This chip determines the tracklets and is therefore also referred to as local tracking unit (LTU).

The requirement for minimal radiation length, power and cost drive the integration density as high
as possible. In order to support mass production of the electronics, 18 channels are grouped together
on one multi-chip module (MCM), housing both the preamplifier and the digital back-end (Section 5.8).
The particular choice of 18 channels per MCM is a compromise of die size, MCM count and trace length
of the analog pad signals. Figure 5.2 indicates the components on one MCM. Basically this module is
targeted to contain just those two chips, and possibly the addition of minimal miscellaneous components,
such as blocking capacitors. As sketched in Fig. 5.2, the 18 entities labelled ’PS’ are on one chip, the
PASA, everything enclosed by the thin grey rectangle is on a second digital chip. The logic integrated

[ALICE TDR 9 – TRD] 
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Figure 4.10: Local tracking in one MCM [175]: Every MCM processes the ADC data from
21 channels, finds clusters (asterisks), and calculates a straight line fit parameterized by
position y and deflection dy in transverse direction. Together with the longitudinal chip
position and a PID value calculated from the deposited charge, the information is shipped
as one 32-bit tracklet word.

The correction is required to compensate for a distortion from the simplified position calcula-
tion [176]. The look-up table was filled with values calculated from the pad response function
p(y) as:

C(ycog) = y(ycog)� y
cog

, y
cog =

p(y + 1)� p(y � 1)

2 · p(y) . (4.4)

The inversion of the latter equation was done numerically. For this purpose, the same pad
response function as for the off-line processing was used.

The fit sums needed for a linear regression are accumulated timebin-wise for every channel i,
1i(t) being the indicator variable for the detection of a cluster in channel i and timebin t:

Ni =
tfeX

t=tfs

1i(t), (4.5)

Xi =
tfeX

t=tfs

1i(t) · t, X
2

i =
tfeX

t=tfs

1i(t) · t2, (4.6)

Yi =
tfeX

t=tfs

1i(t) · yi(t), XYi =
tfeX

t=tfs

1i(t) · t · yi(t), (4.7)

Q0,i =

tqe0X

t=tqs0

1i(t) ·Qi, Q1,i =

tqe1X

t=tqs1

1i(t) ·Qi, (4.8)

where tfs and tfe mark the range of timebins used for the linear fit. The two charge sums Q0 and
Q1 can be used for the PID calculation and can cover different timebin ranges than the ones for
tracking. An overview of the configuration settings relevant to the local online tracking is given
in Table 4.1.

Based on the fit sums, the preprocessor selects up to four channels with tracklet candidates.
For this purpose, two conditions on the number of clusters are checked, considering clusters
centred over two adjacent pads i and i+ 1:

Ni � N
thr

CL
, Ni +Ni+1 � N

thr

CT
. (4.9)

[J Klein – PhD thesis]
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Figure 4.7: TRD online reconstructed event together with global off-line tracks. Top: The
chamber-wise tracklets (red) are matched to tracks for which a straight line fit (green)
is calculated. The transverse momentum is extracted from the transverse offset a to the
nominal vertex position. Bottom: In the longitudinal plane, groups of tracklets consistent
with a primary track are considered for matching.
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ALICE Upgrade
• sensitivity to heavy flavour, leptons 

and photons down to lowest pT
• impossible to trigger: rare signals 

with huge background
• goal: analyse 100x more events

Main upgrades:
• new TPC + ITS

• continuous, trigger-less readout 
• record everything (after 

compression)
• new Online-Offline (O2) system 

replaces DAQ+HLT+Offline
• new readout electronics

• handle ITS+TRD data stream
• speed up other detectors

�6
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Time Frame

• time frame: full data from ITS + TPC: “all” ADC values with time stamp
• triggered detectors (incl. TRD):  

add as many minbias-triggered events as possible

9 June 2018 LHCP2018 Bologna - Jens Wiechula 30

50 kHz Pb-Pb interactions in the TPC

20 × TPC drift
 tim

e (=
 2 m

s)

● Enormous raw data rate (~3.5 TB/s)
– Requires online data compression
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Roles of the TRD in Run-3
L1 Trigger (6.5μs)
• online selection of
• electrons 

transition radiation + dE/dx
• jets / high-pT particles 

fast online tracking
• nuclei 

using dE/dx

• tracking and PID
• FEE: tracklets
• Global Tracking Unit

Offline Analysis
• electron identification
• transition radiation
• pion rejection ≈ 100

• tracking
• lever arm helps for high-

pT tracks
• calibration of TPC

• uses zero-suppressed raw 
data

o b s o l e
 t e

no tri
ggers 

foreseen

in Run 3

not feasible -> tracklets
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Readout Modes

• tracklet mode (used for trigger in Run-1/2)
• low latency, fully buffered, no handshake
• dead-time < 8μs: drift time+processing (ca. 4μs) + data transfer (0-4μs)
• limited by buffer size: 256 tracklets per half-chamber (4 per MCM)

• raw read-out mode
• no buffering, requires handshaking, higher latency
• handshaking adds 8.32μs overhead
• dead-time at least 20–30 μs: 

drift time+processing (ca. 4μs), handshaking (8.32μs), data transfer (4μs/kB)
• supports full or zero-suppressed readout of ADC data

72 8 Transition Radiation Detector - TRD

The front-end electronics comprises a hardware preprocessor for the calculation of quantities
relevant for the finding of online tracklets, which are track segments in a single detector chamber.
The preprocessor provides its results at a fixed time after the sampling has been started by an
LM trigger. Further processing is done in CPUs in the FEE.

Figure 8.1 shows the timing sequence for a typical event. To recover the information before the
arrival of the LM trigger, the digitised data are delayed in pipeline stages. With a drift time of
2.2 µs and a delay of 900 ns, the processing in the CPUs can start 3.1 µs after the interaction
when all data have passed through the preprocessor and its results are available. The processing
time depends on the complexity of the calculations. Finding tracklets using the preprocessor
results takes about 1 µs.

The FEE read-out is organised in 60 trees (2 per chamber) per supermodule, each with 64 FEE
devices (multi chip module - MCM) and equipped with one optical read-out interface (ORI).
The read-out can operate in two modes: tracklet mode and raw read-out mode. The tracklet
mode is implemented as pure push mechanism up the read-out tree without any handshaking.
This avoids latency but is limited to the read-out of four 32-bit words for each MCM. The raw
read-out mode has no practical limitation on the number of transmitted words but requires
handshaking, which results in a total overhead of 8.32 µs in each read-out tree, in addition to
the time for the actual data transfer with 8 bit at 120 MHz.

t(µs)
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18

interaction
pretrigger

drift

processing

tracklet mode

raw readout mode

Figure 8.1: FEE event processing and read-out sequence as used in Run1. The event read-out
timing is shown for an event with 25% of tracklet words.

The event read-out time, i.e. the time from an interaction until the FEE has finished shipping
all data, depends on the FEE processing e↵ort and the maximal data volume in a single read-out
tree. With the raw read-out mode, the event read-out time will be of about 16 µs in addition
to the transfer time for the actual data volume of a given event. The currently used read-out of
full zero-suppressed ADC data results in event read-out time of several 10 µs and puts a severe
limit on the maximum read-out rate.

8.2.2 Read-out with modified data formats

New data formats can be implemented within the capabilities of the existing FEE hardware,
with the goal to minimise dead time by a reduction of data volume. Two di↵erent approaches
have been investigated:

• Tracklet Read-out

A significant read-out time reduction can only be achieved by avoiding the handshaking
overhead in the raw read-out mode and by transferring information exclusively via the
four data words associated to each MCM.

In this mode, the event read-out time is in the range of 4 µs up to an upper limit of around
8 µs, imposed by the maximum number of words available in this read-out mode.

[ALICE TDR 15 – Readout] 
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TRD Scenarios for 50 kHz Pb-Pb
Goal: process maximum fraction of 50 kHz Pb-Pb
• current limitation of few kHz readout rate

New front-end electronics – not an option

Zero-suppressed raw data readout:
• read-out rate limited by FEE dead-time (>20μs) 

compare with interaction rate: 50 kHz in Pb-Pb, 100 (200) kHz in pp
• high data volume: estimated 63 GB/s for min-bias Pb-Pb  

(50 kHz interaction rate, 66% dead-time, 3.7MB/event)

Tracklet-only readout
• use low-latency, small volume trigger data for offline processing
• short dead-time (<8μs), sample 70–80% of events at 50kHz 
• limited to 256 tracklets per half-chamber / 4 tracklets per MCM

�10
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Tracklet Data Format

• very limited space: 128 bits for up to 4 tracklets per MCM
• only 18 bit for PID in Run-3 (8 bit in Run-1/2)
• max of 3 tracklets (4 in Run-1/2) per MCM
• position resolution (13 bit, 140μm granularity) shown to have small impact on 

tracking
• raw data still required for calibration / QA

• small fraction of events / negligible data volume

8 bit 4 bit 7 bit 13 bit

PID z y defl. y position

PID z y defl. y position
PID z y defl. y position
PID z y defl. y positiontra

ck
le

t /
tri

gg
er

 d
at

a

8 bit 4 bit 7 bit 13 bit

PID z y defl. y position

PID z y defl. y position

PID z y defl. y position

extra PID extra PID extra PID
10 bit 10 bit 10 bit

Run-1/2 Data Format Run-3 Format

+ raw ADC data
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PID with limited precision
Optimize usage of available bits:
• Tri-linear lookup table
• Fine granularity in sensitive region
• Coarse mapping in tails

Optimum performance  
from ~ 6 bits per slice
Good performance of LQ2D 
with 8 bits
Pion efficiency <1% in MC!

Outlook:
• apply to real data
• sensitivity to calibration

�12
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Tracklets per MCM
• estimate effect of limitation to 3 

tracklets
• shown: number of offline tracks 

passing through 1 MCM
• only 3 tracklets accepted more 

will be lost for offline   

• loss negligible in peripheral  
Pb-Pb and p-Pb
• less than 10-6 of MCMs affected
• also applies to pp

• visible effect in central Pb-Pb
• 1.7% of MCMs have 4 or more 

tracklets
• < 0.5% overall loss 

(1.7% of MCMs lose 1 of 4 tracklets)

�13
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Rate Estimates from TDR
– full / partial raw read-out for comparison
– tracklet data allows for highest readout rates

• assuming average occupancy of 25% and 50% (conservative)
• results in 6-8 μs dead-time (for the slowest optical link)
• accept 70-80% of events (35 kHz) at 50 kHz interaction rate
• data rates of 10-20 GB/s for full TRD 74 8 Transition Radiation Detector - TRD

interaction
rate [kHz]

Accepted
rate [kHz]

Accepted
fraction [%]

deadtime
[%]

data
volume
[Gb/s/sector]

tracklet read-out only
avg. deadtime 6 µs 50 38.5 76.9 23.1 4.73

100 62.5 62.5 37.5 7.68
200 90.9 45.5 54.5 11.17

avg. deadtime 8 µs 50 35.7 71.4 28.6 8.78
100 55.6 55.6 44.4 13.65

partial raw data read-out 50 23.3 46.5 53.5 7.8
full zero-suppressed ADC
data

50 16.6 33.2 66.7 27.9

Table 8.1: TRD read-out rates and data volume for di↵erent TRD data formats and event
scenarios.

for components in the FEE chip that are clocked exclusively during event processing, show a
significant dependence on read-out rate. Measured currents are below 150 A for all running
scenarios up to 100 kHz read-out rate, well below the 200 A current limit of the LV supplies.

The TRD currently calibrates gain, drift velocity vd, E⇥B e↵ects and time-o↵set; about 30000
pp or 1500 Pb-Pb minimum bias events are needed to achieve a calibration point. The existing
calibration procedures can be preserved with the new data formats by reading the full zero-
suppressed ADC data instead of the tracklet words for a small subset of events, with negligible
e↵ects on deadtime and data volume. It is also conceivable that calibration could exclusively
use tracklet words, doing gain calibration with the charge information available in the tracklet
words and integrating other calibration parameters in a global alignment procedure.

As a conclusion, the tracklet read-out scenario would allow - with the existing FEE hardware
- the reading out of more than 70 % of events at the envisaged Pb-Pb minimum-bias 50 kHz
interaction rate, including also the TRD detector. A study on the impact on tracking and
particle identification performance of the new format Pb-Pb is presented in the next section.

8.3 TRD Performance with new data formats

The performance for tracking and PID of the reduced information content of the tracklet read-
out scenario described above is assessed by comparing it to the performance of the o✏ine recon-
struction based on full zero-suppressed ADC data (ZS) (for details see [48] ) and TPC seeding.
Results from pp data at 8 TeV (production LHC12f) are presented for two tracklet reconstruction
scenarios:

• read-out tracklets obtained online as currently used for trigger purposes

• tracklets calculated o✏ine from ZS data with an improved PID content.

Their matching was done with respect to corresponding global tracks by their azimuthal and
polar positions at the radial distance of the anode wire of the corresponding TRD chamber. The
o✏ine residual misalignment is applied in both cases.

The tracklet reconstruction e�ciency for online relative to o✏ine scenarios is presented in Fig. 8.2
(left) for a single pp run. Due to systematic e↵ects induced by drift being perpendicular to

[ALICE TDR 15 – Readout] 
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Summary
• upgraded TRD will use tracklet readout
• 6-8μs dead-time, small data volume < 1kB/event
• impact on PID, tracking has been studied
• requires change read-out electronics, data formats, reconstruction

• raw read-out required for calibration and QA
• fixed fraction (1/1000) of all events

• conservative estimates from TDR
• about 35 kHz events sampled at 50 kHz interaction rate
• small influence of busy time on event rate 
• data rate of less than 10 GB/s expected

• good physics performance expected for conservative estimates

�15
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TRD trackletsN

0 10000 20000 30000 40000 50000 60000
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mean: 11790 tracklets per event

Tracklet Data Volume
Assumption in Readout&Trigger Upgrade TDR:
• two scenarios: occupancy of 25% or 50%
• 10–20 GB/s for 50kHz interaction rate / 35–40 kHz RO rate

Data from Pb-Pb 
• run 246392, LHC15o
• max 55000, avg 12000  

tracklets per event
• theoretical max:  

1044 x 256 =  267264 tracklets / ev
• avg occupancy ≈ 4%  

• assuming 4 bytes per tracklet  
→ 50 kB / ev 
→ 2.4 GB/s @ 50 kHz RO rate
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trackletsN0 1 2 3 4

evN
2−10

1−10

1

Number of TRD Tracklets per MCM

7.40%

3.03%

0.82%

0.23%

Number of TRD Tracklets per MCM

Estimated Data Volume
• estimate based on LHC15o run 246392
• previous readout scheme:
– 12000 tracklets
– 48kB/ev
– 2.4 GB/s @ 50kHz

• new MCM data format:
– 1 additional dword per MCM
– ca. 19000 dwords
– 75kB/ev (+50%)
– 3.8 GB/s @ 50kHz
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Tracklet Occupancy per Half-Chamber

• significant variation between events (correlated with centrality)
• less than 50% occupancy in most central collisions  

(theoretical max: 64 MCMs x 4 tracklets/MCM = 256 tracklets)
• data transmission time up to 2 μs (theoretical max. 4 μs)

max #tracklets in 1 HC
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Mean    38.32
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Tracklet Occupancy vs Centrality
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